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Abstract 
 
This paper revisits the use of effect sizes in the analysis of experimental and similar results, 
and reminds readers of the relative advantages of the mean absolute deviation as a measure of 
variation, as opposed to the more complex standard deviation. The mean absolute deviation is 
is easier to use and understand, and more tolerant of extreme values. The paper then proposes 
the use of an easy to comprehend effect size based on the mean difference between treatment 
groups, divided by the mean absolute deviation of all scores. Using a simulation based on 
1,656 randomised controlled trials each with 100 cases, and a before and after design, the 
paper shows that the substantive findings from any such trial would be the same whether raw-
score differences, a traditional effect size like Cohen’s d, or the mean absolute deviation 
effect size is used. The same would be true for any comparison, whether for a trial or a 
simpler cross-sectional design. It seems that there is a clear choice over which effect size to 
use. The main advantage in using raw scores as an outcome measure is that they are easy to 
comprehend. However, they might be misleading and so perhaps require more judgement to 
interpret than traditional ‘effect’ sizes. Among the advantages of using the mean absolute 
deviation effect size are its relative simplicity, everyday meaning, and the lack of distortion 
of extreme scores caused by the squaring involved in computing the standard deviation. 
Given that working with absolute values is no longer the barrier to computation that it 
apparently was before the advent of digital calculators, there is a clear place for the mean 
absolute deviation effect size (termed ‘A’). 
 
 
Introduction and method 
 
This paper introduces an ‘effect’ size calculation for a difference in mean scores between two 
groups, similar to Cohen’s d, using the mean absolute deviation as the denominator. This is 
suggested as at least as robust and efficient, and easier to understand in many contexts, than 
an effect size based on the standard deviation. The paper starts by reminding readers of the 
role of standardised effect sizes, and continues to describe and compare the use of the mean 
absolute deviation and the standard deviation. The main part of the paper is based on a set of 
simulations, involving 1,656 pairs (64 multiples of the A-Z columns minus columns for 
labelling in Excel) of sets of random numbers between 0 and 1. Each pair is envisaged as 
being the before and after scores for 100 cases. Each pair yields a gain score, calculated as 
the value in the first column of the pair minus the second column (as in the example values 
for four cases in Table 1). The mean of each column is calculated, along with the mean 
absolute deviation and standard deviation for each gain score column. These values over 
1,656 trials, and the difference between the means of the before and after scores, are then 
correlated with each other using Pearson’s R. The paper ends by explaining how a mean 
absolute deviation effect size can be a useful analytical tool offering some of the advantages 
of both a standard deviation effect size, and a simple comparison of means.  
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Table 1 – Example of sub-set from one set of 100 random cases in one trial 
 
Case Pre-test score Post-test score Gain score 
Deviation from 
mean gain score 
1 0.507564 0.855072 -0.347510 0.320733 
2 0.871944 0.636515 0.235429 0.262204 
3 0.640988 0.913060 -0.272070 0.245297 
4 0.239934 0.899633 -0.659700 0.632924 
… … … … … 
100 … … … … 
Mean … … … … 
 
 
The role of effect sizes 
 
There is a growth in the reporting of ‘effect’ sizes for numeric experimental and other 
empirical results for social science, as well as natural and health sciences. It is for example, 
the approach favoured over significance testing, or the citation of p-values, in the current 
publication manual of the American Psychological Association (2009). The US Institute of 
Education Science claim that significance testing and p-values are easily misunderstood, give 
misleading results about the substantive nature of results, and are ‘best avoided’ (Lipsey et al. 
2012, p.3). Effect sizes are often needed in situations involving population data or non-
random samples where p-values based on probabilistic uncertainty would be entirely 
inappropriate. Anyway, significance testing does not work as intended, and its use should 
cease (Gorard 2010). What is needed is instead a greater emphasis on straightforward 
reporting of results, within a clear research design, and placed in context so that the scale of 
the results and the size and quality of the dataset can be judged.  
 
There is a number of different effect sizes used in conjunction with different types and 
distributions of data. These including shared variation, differences in variation, multiple 
groups, categorical variables and so on (Gorard 2013). This paper focuses on simple 
comparisons of means between two groups, assuming that the scores for both groups are for 
the same variable using the same scale of measurement. It is perfectly proper simply to report 
the two means and their difference in raw–score terms, especially where the scores already 
have a clear common meaning, or where they are already standardised (Lipsey et al. 2012). 
To say that a treatment group of young people improved their reading age by three months 
extra in comparison to a control is to state an ‘effect’ size, for example. Such a statement 
would also require a report of the sample size and quality, the quality of the measures used, 
and a reassurance of the comparativeness of the control group scores at the outset of the 
experiment.  
 
In other circumstances, it is also reasonable to convert the results into a standardised effect 
size. This might be done in order to help readers understand the substantive importance of the 
result, or to allow the result to be synthesised with results from other studies perhaps using 
slightly different measures. It can be done with data from any comparative design, such as 
comparing the responses of two sub-groups in a survey, or presenting changes over time in a 
longitudinal study. A common method of creating a standard effect size is to divide the 
difference between two means by their standard deviation. In theory the SD to use here is that 
for the whole population. In the more realistic situation where only sample figures are 
available then the sample SD can be used instead, but even this compromise is ambiguous 
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and the subject of much dispute. If the experiment has a pre-test then the SD of the pre-test 
scores for both groups uses the largest number of cases that are unaffected by the 
experimental intervention. However, there is an inevitable delay with maturation between the 
pre-test and the post-test. Also the pre-test is rarely exactly the same as the post-test, in order 
to prevent practice effects. Both of these factors mean that the SD of the sample at pre-test 
may be a poor estimate of the SD of the population at post-test. Another possibility is to use 
the SD of the control group post-test scores. These are similarly unaffected by the 
intervention, presumably, and are more relevant to consideration of the outcome effect size. 
Unfortunately, the number of cases will inevitably be smaller than the combined total. So 
perhaps the best estimate of the SD will come either from the SD of the overall post-test 
scores, or the pooled SDs of the treatment and control group post-test scores. Given these and 
other variations, the standard effect size of difference between means divided by their 
standard deviation is not really that ‘standard’, with Cohen’s d, Glass’s delta, and Hedges’ g 
and others all giving similar but different final results from the same datasets.  
 
A further confusion is that many authorities argue that any such effect size should be 
accompanied by a confidence interval (often 95% probability). Confidence intervals are 
perhaps the most widely misunderstood basic component of statistics. They use the same 
underlying logic as significance tests and p-values (Coe 2002), and so suffer from the same 
limitations. They are irrelevant when dealing with population data, non-random samples and 
incomplete random samples (i.e. almost all real-life situations). And even in ideal conditions 
of distribution and sampling/allocation they provide a conditional probability that no analyst 
wants but which is usually misinterpreted as another conditional probability that is wanted. A 
confidence interval tells the reader, assuming that the population and sample effect sizes are 
identical, a range of values within which the effect sizes estimates of 95% of imaginary 
repeated samples of the same size would lie. Why anyone would want to know this is unclear. 
The confidence interval tells the reader nothing about how likely it is that the population and 
sample effect sizes are the same or even close (Gorard 2014a). This is a shame as this is what 
analysts want, and often imagine or pretend that they have. In fact, confidence intervals are 
useless for most real-life datasets, and have proven to be terribly misleading even when used 
with random samples.  
 
 
The mean absolute deviation 
 
As illustrated above, most standardised ‘effect’ size calculations involve a version of the 
standard deviation of the outcome measure, as a denominator. The standard deviation is a 
measure of 'dispersion' or 'spread' used as a common summary of the range of scores 
associated with a measure of central tendency – the mean-average. It is obtained by summing 
the squared values of the deviation of each observation from the mean, dividing by the total 
number of observations, and then taking the positive square root of the result. Although the 
average of the squared deviations from the mean is then square-rooted, this reversal is 
incomplete and so SD tends to overemphasise the more extreme deviations.  
 
An alternative summary of dispersion is the mean absolute deviation (M|D|). This is simply 
the mean average of the absolute differences between each score and the overall mean - the 
amount by which, on average, any figure differs from the overall mean. The mean absolute 
deviation gives each deviation its proportionate place in the result, and is easier for new 
researchers and others to understand than SD is. New researchers struggle with the logic of 
statistics (Watts, 1991, Murtonen and Lehtinen 2003), especially measures of variation 
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(Cooper and Shore 2008), perhaps because it is made unnecessarily complicated by experts 
and practioners. Working with empirical astronomical data, Eddington (1914, p.147) found, 
and reported that the majority of astronomers also found, that the mean absolute deviation 
was a better measure of dispersion than SD.  
 
The widespread use of SD stems from the writings of Fisher (1920), who argued that SD was 
more ‘efficient’ than M|D| under ideal circumstances (i.e. not for the pragmatic context cited 
by Eddington). SD and M|D| can be considered equivalent in terms of consistency and 
sufficiency. M|D| is calculated in the same way, whether the calculation is for a true random 
sample or for the known population from which that sample is drawn. The same is true for 
SD. They are both consistent. Similarly, when working with a true random sample and a 
known population, both SD and M|D| can be used to summarise all of the relevant 
information to be gleaned from the sample about the population parameter. Both are 
‘sufficient’. It is therefore, mainly in terms of efficiency that SD and M|D| may differ in 
quality. This means that when, and only when, working with a true random sample and a 
population, the chosen statistic (SD or M|D|) for the sample should have the smallest 
probable error as an estimate of the equivalent population parameter.  
 
When drawing repeated large samples from a normally distributed population, the standard 
deviation of their individual mean deviations is 14% higher than the standard deviation of 
their individual standard deviations (Stigler 1973). Thus, the SD of such a sample is a more 
consistent estimate of the SD for a population, and is considered better than its plausible 
alternatives as a way of estimating the standard deviation in a population using measurements 
from a sample (Hinton 1995, p.50). This is the basis of Fisher’s argument, and a major 
explanation for why SD has been preferred to M|D|, and so why much of subsequent 
statistical theory is based on it. 
 
Unfortunately, this argument does not stand up to even superficial scrutiny. Fisher (1920) 
assumed as a premise for the argument that which he was supposedly trying to establish. It 
does not matter that the standard deviation of the individual mean deviations of repeated large 
samples drawn from a normally distributed population is higher than the standard deviation 
of their individual standard deviations. This is what one would expect. In the same way, the 
mean deviation of the individual standard deviations for repeated random samples is higher 
than the mean deviation of their individual mean deviations. It is crucial to compare like with 
like. The mean deviation of a sample is a better estimate of the mean deviation of a 
population than the standard deviation is, and vice versa. It is also the case that efficiency is 
irrelevant in the most common situations in social science where an analyst wishes to 
describe variation among their cases but does not have a true random sample, or is working 
with population data anyway and so the issue does not arise.  
 
Fisher’s argument, and the evidence for it, is anyway premised on working with data that is 
strictly normally distributed in the population. It was never applied to the more realistic 
situation of dealing with observations that merely approximate such an ideal. If the data is not 
known to be normally distributed then the whole argument is irrelevant, and M|D| has been 
demonstrated to be better for use with distributions other than the normal distribution (Stigler 
1973). The calculation of the relative efficiency of SD and M|D| also depends on there being 
no errors at all in the observations (Tukey 1960). But even for normal distributions with tiny 
errors in the data, which could include a few missing cases as well as measurement errors, the 
superior efficiency of the M|D| is evident (according to Barnett and Lewis 1978, p.159, Huber 
1981, p.3). So even using Fisher’s faulty logic, M|D| is still actually more efficient in all life-
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like situations where small errors will occur in observation and measurement. Use of M|D| 
can ‘ensure high stability of statistical inference when we deal with distributions that are not 
symmetric and for which the normal distribution is not an appropriate approximation’ (Amir 
2012, p.145). 
 
Repeated simulations show that the efficiency of M|D| is at least as good as SD, here 
illustrated for uniform distributions. For example, the population of 20 integers between 0 
and 19 has a mean of 9.5, a mean absolute deviation of 5, and a standard deviation of 5.77. 
This is a clear example of how M|D| gives an easy to interpret and predictable answer that 
more readers can understand than the SD. Run as a simulation a set of 1000 samples (with 
replacement) of 10 random numbers - each between 0 and 19 – had sample SDs varying from 
2.72 to 7.07, and sample M|D| s varying from 2.30 to 6.48. The standard deviation of the 
1,000 estimated standard deviations around their true mean of 5.77 was just over 1.025. The 
standard deviation of the 1,000 estimated mean deviations around their true mean of 5 was 
just under 1.020. These values and their direction of difference are relatively stable over 
repeated simulations with further sets of 1,000 samples. This is an illustration that, for 
uniform distributions of the kind involving random numbers, the efficiency of the mean 
deviation is actually better than that of the standard deviation (Gorard 2005). 
 
Real-life datasets of social scientific measurements tend to have distributions with more 
extreme scores than would be expected under Fisher’s ideal assumptions. This means that 
squaring the deviations from average to produce the SD increases the apparent variation, and 
the act of square-rooting the sum of squares does not completely reverse this (Huber 1981). 
The distortion caused by this squaring then forms part of the pressure on analysts to ignore 
any extreme values or ‘outliers’ (Barnett and Lewis 1978). Yet extreme scores are important 
valid occurrences in a variety of natural phenomena such as city growth, income distribution, 
earthquakes, traffic jams, solar flares, and avalanches. For these, statistical techniques based 
on the mean absolute deviation are preferred (Fama 1963, p.491). 
 
The issue of whether to work with M|D| or SD in conducting any analysis is important, 
because the results obtained will differ. Figure 1 illustrates this, and is based on analysis of 
1,656 sets of 100 random numbers between 0 and 1. It shows that for the same data, the 
standard deviation (SD) and mean absolute (M|D|) are closely related. SD is always larger 
than M|D| because the initial squaring of deviations in the calculation of SD tends to 
exaggerate them. Their Pearson R correlation over the 1,656 trials represented here was 
+0.953. This means that less than 91% of the variation is common to both measures of 
dispersion. The choice is therefore not like deciding whether to use imperial or metric 
measurements, for example, where there is a direct conversion from one to the other. The 
‘width’ of the scatter in Figure 1 clearly shows that any value calculated for M|D| will have 
more than one equivalent SD (and vice versa). Over 9% of the variation is not common, and 
that would be a large amount to be unaccounted for in most analyses. Some commentators 
authorities (e.g. http://forumserver.twoplustwo.com/47/science-math-philosophy/formula-
quickly-convert-standard-deviation-absolute-mean-deviation-1195849/) quote a ‘simple’ 
conversion between the two as though they were linearly related: M|D| =SD.√(2/p), which is 
approximately the same as M|D| = 0.79788456 times SD. Hoaglin et al. (1983) suggests that 
the standard deviation is approximately 1.4826 times the absolute value. However, this either 
value  applies only to a perfect normal distribution, of the kind never seen in real research. In 
this simulation, for example, the mean of the SDs was 0.405 and the mean of the M|D| s was 
0.331. Therefore, SD=M|D| times 0.331/0.405 or M|D| times 0.81728395. The simple 
conversion does not work, because there is a real difference between the two measures.  
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Figure 1 – Scatterplot of equivalent SD and M|D| for 1,656 simulated experiments 
 
Note: The figure of 1,656 was a convenient multiple (64 minus 18 columns for labelling) 
when doubling up the alphabetic columns in Excel. It was no significance.  
 
All of this has led to the mean absolute deviation being used routinely in a number of areas 
other than the astronomy of Eddington, including biology, engineering, IT, physics, imaging, 
geography and environmental science (e.g. Anand and Narasimha 2013, Hao et al. 2012, 
Hižak J. and Logožar R. 2011, Sari et al. 2012). In each case, M|D| is preferred for its ease of 
understanding, unbiased treatment of all scores (whether extreme or not), accuracy or 
efficiency, or simply because the results are found to be easier to portray. Oddly, despite all 
of the above papers citing a methods paper published in the social sciences (Gorard 2005), 
social sciences is one area where this mini-revolution has not yet picked up.  For many 
authors the use of absolute numbers is no longer a barrier to computation. M|D| is linked to a 
range of other simple analytical techniques, again with relatively easy to understand 
meanings, largely because they do not require the squaring and square rooting of differences 
(Gorard 2005). These include a ‘segregation index’ (GS) for summarising the unevenness in 
the distribution of individuals between organisational units (Gorard and Taylor 2002), the 
relative difference, or achievement gap (Gorard et al. 2001), and an absolute deviation 
correlation coefficient (Gorard 2014b).  
 
 
The mean absolute deviation effect size 
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The choice of whether the M|D| or SD is most suitable as a measure of dispersion then relates 
to which should be used in calculating an ‘effect’ size. Mainstream argument about which 
effect size to use has been focused on which standard deviation is most appropriate for the 
denominator – that of the pre-test, control group, pooled groups etc. But, however this issue 
is resolved, another clear alternative would be to use the mean absolute deviation to create a 
mean absolute deviation effect size (hereafter referred to as ‘A’ for brevity). For a simple 
experimental design, ‘A’ would be the difference between the mean outcome scores for both 
groups divided by the mean absolute deviation of the scores (for the pre-test, control group, 
or pooled groups etc.). For the examples that follow ‘A’ is based on the mean absolute 
deviation of the gain scores from pre- to post-test in the repeatedly simulated trial.  
 
Figure 2 shows the relationship between the effect sizes for the same 1,656 simulated trials as 
Figure 1, using both standard deviation and mean absolute deviation. It shows that the scatter 
in the relationship is less than for the standard deviation and mean absolute deviation 
themselves (Figure 1). As expected, since SD is always larger than the equivalent M|D| , the 
M|D| effect size is larger than the SD effect size for any set of data. However, except at the 
extremes, it seems to make very little difference which version of the effect size is used. 
 
Figure 2 – Scatterplot of equivalent SD and M|D| ‘Effect’ sizes for 1,656 simulated 
experiments 
 
 
This strong relationship is then reflected in the correlation coefficients in Table 2. Here the 
results of the 1,656 simulated trials are presented as a simple difference between mean scores 
for two treatment groups, and converted into two alternative ‘effect’ sizes, one based on the 
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standard deviation (d) and one on the mean deviation (Aa). To three decimal places, A and d 
are indistinguishable. The two measures of dispersion themselves are unrelated to the effect 
sizes and the difference between means is unrelated to the two measures of dispersion. As 
noted at the start of the paper, the simple raw difference between means is a perfectly 
accurate ‘effect’ size, which correlates almost perfectly with both the M|D| and SD effect 
sizes. With data such as these, it really does not matter which of the three effect sizes or 
which of the measures of dispersion is used. They will presumably yield the same substantive 
conclusion in practice, except where the true underlying effect size has a very large absolute 
value.  
 
Table 2 – Correlation between five experimental outcomes 
 Difference 
between 
means 
SD ‘Effect’ 
size 
M|D| ‘Effect’ 
size (A) 
Standard 
deviation 
Mean 
|deviation| 
Difference 
between 
means 
 +.998 +.997 +.001 -.007 
SD ‘Effect’ 
size (d) 
+.998  1 -.005 -.013 
M|D| ‘Effect’ 
size (a) 
+.997 1  -.006 -.014 
Standard 
deviation 
+.001 -.005 -.006  +.953 
Mean 
|deviation| 
-.007 -.013 -.014 +.953  
N=1,656 
 
 
Discussion 
 
As a measure of dispersion and as the denominator for calculating effect sizes, the standard 
deviation has one chief advantage. It is already in widespread use, and has been for at least 
100 years since the dispute between Eddington and Fisher. By definition it is linked to the 
normal distribution which also means that it appears in many statistical settings and guises. 
This is an important factor when selecting a standard effect size. However, it is hard to teach 
to new researchers, and has no easy to understand meaning in real-life. It also exaggerates the 
importance of extreme scores for no clear reason, promoting the deletion of purported 
‘outliers’, and is less efficient than the mean absolute deviation in the realistic situation where 
data is not in an ideal normal distribution, or where it has any errors at all.  
 
Using raw scores instead, such as the mean difference in outcomes between two experimental 
groups, is superficially simple. It seems easy to explain to research users, and for new 
researchers to learn about. And as the analysis in Table 2 shows, it can yield an equivalent 
result to ‘effect’ sizes based on a measure of dispersion (where the scores are uniform, well-
understood, or already standardized). Eliminating the use of p-values and confidence 
intervals already makes data analysis from robust designs like true experiments much easier 
to conduct and to report to users. This is an under-rated but huge advantage for explanation, 
critique and for capacity-building. Eliminating something as intrinsically strange for 
newcomers as the standard deviation, as well, would be a further boost to the security and the 
openness of research results. However, there are many cases where simple differences, or 
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even differences in proportions, have been misinterpreted (Gorard 1999). Using the simple 
difference approach requires a little more care in judgement about the research design and the 
context for the scores than appears at first sight.  
 
Therefore, the mean absolute deviation effect size, A, is presented here as a form of 
compromise. It can be used wherever an ‘effect’ size is appropriate. It is much easier than the 
SD effect size for everyone to understand and with an everyday meaning (Gorard 2006). It at 
least as safe as the SD effect size, and requires a little less care to work with than raw scores 
alone. Like the SD, the mean absolute deviation is already in use in a variety of fields and 
that use is growing. The links with wider statistical and analytical issues will also grow if the 
stranglehold of the standard deviation is further challenged, instead of placing our ‘reliance in 
practice on isolated pieces of mathematical theory proved under unwarranted assumptions, 
[rather] than on empirical facts and observations’ (Hampel 1997, p.9). A new form of 
statistics with a mean absolute deviation effect size, mean absolute deviation correlation, least 
absolute deviation regression models and so on is possible. In most contexts it would be more 
robust (e.g. Amir 2012), and could fit together better (e.g. Cahan and Gamliel 2011). The 
purported mathematical advantage of the SD under ideal circumstances is based on an error 
of logic, does not apply to datasets with any imperfections, and is irrelevant when not dealing 
with a complete random sample (or allocation). The computational problems with absolute 
numbers have been effectively solved by the power of modern computing. The main 
remaining drawback to the use of a metric with absolute numbers in it therefore concerns 
algebraic manipulation. However, most potential analysts do not want to carry out any 
algebraic manipulation. Most might therefore appreciate descriptive statistics, whether for 
populations, samples or simply groups of cases, which are more democratic than currently by 
being easier to compute and easier to understand.  
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